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Photoluminescence of 8-quinolinolatomethylmercury(II)
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Abstract

The organometallic complex CH3HgII (oxinate) with oxine= 8-quinolinol or 8-hydroxyquinoline shows a longest-wavelength absorption
at λmax = 375 nm(ε = 1900) and a red phosphorescence at room temperature(λmax = 638 nm,φ = 5 × 10−3 at λexc = 420 nm in
benzene). The emitting triplet is of the oxinate intraligand type. It follows that the heavy atom effect of mercury is fully transmitted to the
oxinate ligand. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The luminescence of metal complexes is a rapidly ex-
panding research field [1]. Especially optical sensors which
rely on luminescent coordination compounds attract much
current interest [2–5]. Owing to the toxicity of mercury
[6,7], considerable attention has been paid to analytical ap-
plications of the luminescence of Hg(II) compounds [8–13].
Surprisingly, simple organometallics of Hg(II) have appar-
ently not been reported to show an emission under ambient
conditions. We explored this possibility and selected the
complex CH3HgII (oxinate) [14] for the present study.

This choice was guided by several considerations.
While Hg2+ is generally toxic the methylmercuric ion
CH3Hg+ is particularly dangerous since it is hydrophilic
as well as lipophilic and widely proliferated in the en-
vironment [6,7,15,16]. The complex CH3Hg(oxinate) is
rapidly formed in aqueous solution [14]. Generally, oxinate
(oxine = 8-hydroxyquinoline or 8-quinolinol) forms rather
stable chelates with most metals [17,18]. These complexes
are characterized by low-energy oxinate intraligand (IL)
states which are emissive [19–37] if other excited states
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such as metal-centered (MC) or charge transfer (CT) states
are not located below the emissive IL states. The IL lumi-
nescence of the oxinate ligand is modified by the metal in
several ways. Since the electronic structure of the oxinate
ligand is influenced by the metal, the emission energies
are also metal dependent. Moreover, for oxinate complexes
of light metals such as aluminum, only an IL fluorescence
appears at r.t. In the case of heavy metals beginning with
the second transition row, the IL fluorescence is partly or
completely quenched owing to enhanced intersystem cross-
ing. Simultaneously, an IL phosphorescence occurs at r.t.
because the lifetime of the emitting IL triplet is reduced by
increased spin-orbit coupling [29,34,35]. Since Hg(II) does
not provide MC and CT states at low energies [38], a r.t.
IL luminescence should be observed. In addition, a heavy
atom effect by mercury was expected to attenuate the fluo-
rescence and induce an IL phosphorescence under ambient
conditions. While the emission behavior of [Hg(dpp)Cl]2
[39] with dppH= 2,9-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline is con-
sistent with this expectation, Hg(II) complexes of various
other organic emitters have not been reported to show a r.t.
phosphorescence [8–13]. So far no explanation has been
given for this surprising observation.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

All solvents used were of spectrograde quality. CH3Hg
(OH) (Strem) and 8-hydroxyquinoline or 8-quinolinol
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(Aldrich) were commercially available and used without
further purification. CH3Hg(oxinate) was prepared accord-
ing to a literature procedure [14].

2.2. Instrumentation

Absorption spectra were measured with a Hewlett
Packard 8452 A diode array or an Uvikon 860 absorption
spectrometer. The light source used was an Osram HBO
200 W/2 or a Hanovia Xe/Hg 977 B-1 (1 kW) lamp. An ad-
ditional cutoff filter Schott WG 345/2 was applied to avoid
short-wavelength photolysis of chloroform and benzene.
Monochromatic light was obtained using Schott PIL/IL
interference filters or a Schoeffel GM/1 high-intensity
monochromator (band width 23 nm). In all cases the light
beam was focused on a thermostated photolysis cell by a
quartz lens. Emission and excitation spectra were recorded
on a Hitachi 850 spectrofluorometer equipped with a Hama-
matsu 928 photomultiplier for measurements up to 900 nm.
The luminescence spectra were corrected for monochro-
mator and photomultiplier efficiency variations. Absolute
emission quantum yields were determined by comparison
of the integrated emission intensity with that of Rhodamine
B [40] under identical conditions such as exciting wave-
length, optical density, and apparatus parameters. Emission
lifetimes were measured on a luminescence analysis system
(model LS-100-07) from Photon Technology International.

3. Results

The electronic spectrum of CH3Hg(oxinate) in ben-
zene (Fig. 1) shows absorptions atλmax = 375 nm (ε =
1900 dm3 M−1 cm−1), 336 nm (1460) and 322 nm (sh,
1180). The spectra are quite similar in various solvents
such as benzene, CHCl3, CH2Cl2, CH3CN and methanol.
The complex is luminescent in solution at r.t. as well as in
the solid state. Solutions of CH3Hg(oxinate) in these sol-

Fig. 1. Electronic absorption (a) and emission (e) spectra of 9.05× 10−4 M CH3Hg(oxinate) in benzene at r.t., 1 cm cell. Emission:λexc = 420 nm,
intensity in arbitrary units.

Fig. 2. Spectral changes during the photoysis of 5.47 × 10−4 M
CH3Hg(oxinate) in CH2Cl2 at r.t. at 0 (a), 0.5, 1 and 2 (d) min irradi-
ation times withλirr = 366 nm (Hanovia Xe/Hg 977 B-1, 1 kW lamp),
1 cm cell.

vents display a red luminescence which appears in benzene
(Fig. 1) atλmax = 638 nm withφ = 5 × 10−3 at λexc =
420 nm. Reliable lifetime measurements could not be car-
ried out due to the photoreactivity of the complex. The
excitation spectrum of CH3Hg(oxinate) agrees well with the
absorption spectrum. The luminescence is not affected by
oxygen. The formation of CH3Hg(oxinate) also takes place
in rather dilute solution. Upon addition of a ca. 10−2 M so-
lution of oxine in methanol to an equal volume of 10−5 M
CH3Hg(OH) in water the complex is immediately formed
as indicated by the appearance of its red emission.

Solutions of CH3Hg(oxinate) are not only luminescent
but also light sensitive. Upon irradiation(λ > 320 nm) of
CH3Hg(oxinate) in benzene, CHCl3, or CH2Cl2, a photol-
ysis takes place. The concomitant spectral changes (Fig. 2)
show clear isosbestic points indicating a clean photolysis.
The photoproduct displays a green luminescence atλmax =
490 nm (λexc = 400 nm). However, at later stages of the
photolysis the isosbestic points and the green luminescence
disappear owing to efficient secondary reactions.
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4. Discussion

Many metal cations react with oxine to form chelate
complexes with the deprotonated oxine anion (oxinate) as
bidentate ligand [17,18]. However, owing to its tendency to
metalate phenyl rings Hg2+ reacts with oxine to undergo
metal–carbon bond formation at the 5-position of oxine
[17]. In distinction to Hg2+, the CH3Hg+ cation forms
CH3Hg(oxinate) as a regular chelate [14].

CH3Hg(OH) + oxine→ CH3Hg(oxinate) + H2O (1)

Since Hg(II) has a variable coordination number [38] co-
ordinating solvent molecules may be weakly attached to
CH3Hg(oxinate) as additional ligands [14]. For the same
reason a dimerization of the complex can take place in
non-coordinating solvents, but it has been shown that
at least in benzene CH3Hg(oxinate) remains monomeric
[14]. Irrespective of these effects the electronic spectra of
CH3Hg(oxinate) are very similar in various solvents such
as benzene, CHCl3, CH2Cl2, CH3CN and methanol.

The absorption spectra of oxinate complexes are charac-
terized by two long-wavelength bands which are attributed
to oxinate IL transitions [29,34–36]. The shorter-wavelength
band which shows some vibrational structure is assigned
to a ��∗ transition. CH3Hg(oxinate) displays this band at
λmax = 336 nm. The longer-wavelength IL absorption of
metal oxinates belong to a��∗ transition with an IL charge
transfer (ILCT) contribution. This ILCT is associated with
a shift of electron density from the phenolate oxygen of the
oxinate to the�∗ orbitals of the aromatic ring. The cor-
responding absorption of CH3Hg(oxinate) occurs at rather
short wavelength (λmax = 375 nm, Fig. 1) and is hardly sol-
vent dependent indicating only a small ILCT contribution to
this transition in analogy to ReO3(oxinate) [36].

Dependent on the metal, oxinate complexes show an IL
emission which consists of a green fluorescence and a red
phosphorescence [29,34,35]. In distinction to ReO3(oxinate)
which shows the fluorescence and only a very weak phos-
phorescence at r.t. [36] CH3Hg(oxinate) displays exclusively
the IL phosphorescence under ambient conditions. It follows
that the heavy atom effect of mercury is fully transmitted to
the oxinate ligand. Although the triplet state lifetime could
not be measured (see above) it seems to be exceptionally
short as indicated by the absence of any phosphorescence
quenching by oxygen. In the case of other heavy metal oxi-
nates such as Pt(oxinate)2 [29], Re(CO)4(oxinate) [34] and
Th(oxinate)4 [35], the IL phosphorescence is partially or
completely absent in air-saturated solution.

The facile formation of CH3Hg(oxinate) even in
rather dilute aqueous solution (∼10−5 CH3HgOH), the
long-wavelength absorption(λ < 460 nm), the high extinc-
tion coefficient at its maximum, and finally the appearance
of a r.t. phosphorescence which is not quenched by oxygen
suggest that the luminescence of CH3Hg(oxinate) may be
considered for analytical applications. Unfortunately, the

light sensitivity of CH3Hg(oxinate) is a certain drawback
for this application. However, if the samples are not exposed
to intense light atλ < 460 nm the photolysis is rather slow.

At this point some previous observations on excited state
properties of other Hg(II) compounds should be mentioned.
In particular, the emission behavior of the cyclometalated
Hg(II) complex of dppH is quite intriguing [39]. The dimeric
complex [Hg(dpp)Cl]2 which is formed from Hg(acetate)2,
LiCl and dppH by reflux in ethanol for extended periods also
shows an IL emission which consists of a fluorescence and
a r.t. phosphorescence. Accordingly, a heavy atom effect is
also in operation but it is apparently not as strong as that
of CH3Hg(oxinate). The light sensitivity of [Hg(dpp)Cl]2
[39] and CH3Hg(oxinate) is a further common feature of
both complexes. Although a closer examination of the pho-
toreactivity of CH3Hg(oxinate) was not within the scope
of the present work, it should be noted that organometal-
lic Hg(II) compounds are generally light sensitive [41,42].
Mercury–carbon bonds undergo a facile photohomolysis, but
usually this requires shorter-wavelength UV irradiation. The
CH3Hg+ cation which is also light sensitive [16] shows its
longest-wavelength absorption atλmax = 209 nm [43].

A comparison of the emission of Cd(oxinate)2 and
CH3Hg(oxinate) is a further point of interest. Generally,
metals of the second and third transition row exert a similar
heavy atom effect. It follows that in both cases the IL flu-
orescence should be partially or completely quenched and
replaced by the IL phosphorescence which may appear at r.t.
While this observation indeed applies to CH3Hg(oxinate),
the complex Cd(oxinate)2 shows only a fluorescence
[20,25], even at low temperatures [24,44]. We assume that
the bonding in Cd(oxinate)2 is rather ionic and prevents
the transmission of the heavy atom effect to the oxinate
ligand. On the contrary, Hg(II) complexes are characterized
by a much higher degree of covalency as indicated by the
thermal stability of organometallic mercury compounds in
general [45].

In conclusion, although the present study may not lead to
an immediate analytical application it provides an important
insight in the luminescence properties of an organic chro-
mophore coordinated to Hg(II).
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